Lifting Hook Structural Analysis of An Elbow Exoskeleton System
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ABSTRACT

Traditional physiotherapy rehabilitation systems are evolving into more advanced systems based on exoskeleton systems and Virtual Reality (VR) environments that enhance and improve rehabilitation techniques and physical exercise. In addition, due to current connected systems and paradigms such as the Internet of Things (IoT) or Ambient Intelligent (AmI) systems, it is possible to design and develop advanced, effective, and low-cost medical tools that patients may have in their homes. In this study, the exoskeleton elbow for lifting load has been presented. The elbow is analyzed to obtain the maximum sustainable load which is to be lifted by the elbow hook. This preliminary analysis is required to design the capacity of another power source that operates the exoskeleton elbow. For less power consumption and the weight, suitable material is selected. The 3-D model of the exoskeleton elbow is prepared by using PROE software and computationally analyzed by using ANSYS transient structural tool. The results are simulated for different hook load condition. The safe design condition of the exoskeleton elbow has been determined from the simulated results and the proposed model has been selected for the further advancements.
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INTRODUCTION

Exoskeletons are wearable devices that work in tandem with the user. The exoskeleton elbow is an external mechanical structure with joints that correlates to the human limbs as shown in figure 1. The primary purpose of assistive technology is for the user to gain independence and self-esteem. Exoskeletons are placed on the user’s body and act as amplifiers that augment, reinforce or restore human performance. This integration helps in the transfer of mechanical power to the biological limbs. The concept is simple – a wearable device that can increase human performance, strength, speed or agility. A lot of people are suffering from different types of muscle sicknesses and muscle weaknesses neither be able to lift everyday things nor move your body as you please, is a struggle for many. Whatever the reason is for suffering from muscle weakness those people would gain a lot from support with lifting objects.

1.1. Exoskeleton Elbow:

In this study, efforts are made to build an efficient, lightweight and externally powered limb. Its actuator, or electronic muscle, could provide resistance during therapeutic exercises and can augment strength, allowing user to lift an additional 10 to 15 kilograms approximately with little effort. The main aim of this study is to design such an elbow with lower weight and power consumption which will assist to lift maximum load by human limb. So, primarily an exoskeleton elbow made up of an aluminum alloy with hook, has been studied by using ANSYS software for different load conditions and then, for optimum factor of safety the fabrication of the model has been done here.

1.2. Material Data:

In this, the main focus is on reducing the weight to length ratio of the elbow and high strength, so that less external power is required. Hence, exoskeleton elbow of aluminum alloy (general material) which is readily available in the market at reasonable cost is selected for the analysis purpose. The relevant properties of the selected material are shown in the table 1.
Table 1: Aluminum Alloy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density, kg mm^-3</td>
<td>2.77e-006</td>
<td>Tensile Ultimate Strength, MPa</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, C^-1</td>
<td>2.3e-005</td>
<td>Young's Modulus, MPa</td>
<td>71000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Heat, J kg^-1 C^-1</td>
<td>8.75e+005</td>
<td>Poisson's Ratio</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive Yield Strength, MPa</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>Bulk Modulus, MPa</td>
<td>69608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Yield Strength, MPa</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>Shear Modulus, MPa</td>
<td>26692</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Exoskeleton elbow design:
The exoskeleton elbow has been modelled using PROE modelling software with the material thickness of 5 mm, total mass of 0.79085 kg and total volume of 2.8552e+005 mm³. This model is shown in figure 2.

2.3 Finite Element Analysis:
Transient dynamic analysis (sometimes called time-history analysis) is a technique used to determine the dynamic response of a structure under the action of any general time-dependent loads. This type of analysis is used to determine the time-varying displacements, strains, stresses, and forces in a structure as it responds to any combination of static, transient, and helbowonic loads. The basic equation of motion solved by a transient dynamic analysis is:

\[ [M]\ddot{X} + [C]\dot{X} + [K]X = F(t) \]

Where, \([M]\) = mass matrix; \([C]\) = damping matrix; \([K]\) = stiffness matrix; \(\dot{X}\) = nodal acceleration vector; \(\dot{X}\) = nodal velocity vector; \(X\) = nodal displacement vector; \(F(t)\) = load vector.

At any given time, \(t\), these equations can be thought of as a set of “static” equilibrium equations that also take into account inertia forces ([\(M]\)) and damping forces ([\(C]\)).

The PROE model is analyzed for different hook load conditions using ANSYS v18.0 transient structural analysis for 1 second with proper boundary conditions. The elbow upper elbow is kept fixed and constant force of 100 N is applied in upward direction at elbow lower elbow which is rotating part of the elbow. The table 2 shows the adopted meshing methodology used in the computational analysis.
2.3.1 Exoskeleton Elbow Hook Analysis:

The gradual load on the hook is applied and increased from 10 N to 90 N. It is observed that at 90 N, minimum factor of safety (FOS) for the designed model is found out to be 0.84841. So, beyond this value analysis is stopped and for the fabrication purpose minimum FOS is considered at load of 80 N.

Following graphs show the FOS, equivalent maximum stress, equivalent maximum strain and total deformation of the hook against different loading conditions.

![Figure 4: Total Deformation](image)

![Figure 5: Equivalent (Von-Mises) Strain](image)

![Figure 6: Equivalent (Von-Mises) Stress](image)
Conclusion
The exoskeleton elbow has been analyzed using transient structural analysis for different load conditions at the hook keeping the upper elbow of an elbow fixed. The analysis is carried out in ANSYS v18.0 software for the time period of 1 second. The load is increased from 10 N to 90 N and the results are obtained for each condition for body deformation or displacement, stress-strain (Von-Mises) and the factor of safety. Thus, it has been observed that at load of 80 N, the results are optimum where minimum factor of safety is found out equivalent to 1. Hence, it can be concluded that the exoskeleton elbow design is safe for the maximum hook load of 80 N or 8.15 kg approximately. It is safe to design other external power source for the required load condition so that it will operate the exoskeleton elbow which may handle or bear approximately 80 percentage of total load for lifting any object which ultimately helps to minimize or reduce the human limb stresses. The design and analysis of the exoskeleton elbow helps to identify the strong and weak parts of the design and hence suitable modification is to be done before final fabrication. Further, in future, the whole body of the exoskeleton elbow can be more realistically optimized using suitable transient dynamic structural models with appropriate boundary conditions.
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